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Prehistory: colliding γ*γ* photons
(γ* -virtual, quasi-real photon)
The idea to study some physics in photon-photon collisions is about 75
years old. The problem: a source of high energy photons.
In 30-th, Fermi-Weizsacker-Williams noticed that the field of a charged
particle can be treated as the flux of almost real photons.
Such two-photon processes have
been discovered and studied
at all e+e- storage rings since 1970th
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Landau-Lifshitz processes
Physics in γ*γ* is quite interesting, though it is difficult to compete with e+ecollisions because the number of equivalent photons is rather small and their
spectrum soft
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Idea of the photon collider (1981) based on
one pass linear colliders
The idea of the high energy photon collider was proposed at the first workshop
on physics at linear collider VLEPP (Novosibirsk,Dec.1980) and is based on the fact that
at linear e+e- (e-e-) colliders electron beams are used only once which makes possible to
convert electron beam to high energy photons just before the interaction point.
The best way of e→γ conversion is the Compton scattering of the laser light off
the high energy electrons (laser target). Thus one can get the energy and
luminosity in , γe collisions close to those in e+e- collisions: Eγ~
Photon colliders

Ee ; Lγγ~Le-e-

Linear colliders (projects)
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b~γσy~1mm

αc ~25 mrad

ωmax~0.8 E0
Wγγ, max ~ 0.8·2E0
Wγe, max ~ 0.9·2E0
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Linear polarization of photons

σ  1 ± lγ1lγ2 cos 2φ

± for CP=±1

Linear polarization helps to separate H and A Higgs bosons
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The optimum laser wavelength
The maximum energy of photons
after the Compton scattering
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For x>4.8 the luminosity in the high energy lum. peak decreases due to e+e- pair
creation in collision of laser and high energy photons at the conversion point.
For the maximum collider energy E0 the optimum laser wave length (x=4.8) is

λ [µm] ≈ 4E0[TeV]

λ=1 µm for 2E0<500-600 GeV,
λ=2 µm for 2E0<1.2 TeV
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Laser flash energy
For e→γ conversion one needs thickness (t) of laser target equal about one Compton
collision length (p=t/λC~1). The required flash energy is determined by σc , geometric
properties of laser and electron beams and
by nonlinear effects in Compton scattering
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2E0=500 GeV
λ=1 µm
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For λ=1 µm (2E0=500 GeV) the required flash

energy is about A~10 J and it increases for
larger λ (or E0) due to the nonlinear effect.
It is determined by laser diffraction and
geometric beam parameters at short λ and by
nonlinear effects at large λ (multiTeV collider).
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Typical γγ, γe luminosity spectra
simulation with account all important effect at CP and IP regions:
multiple Compton scattering in CP, beamstrahlung, coherent pair creation,
beam repulsion e.t.c.

ILC(500)

Luminosity spectra
and their polarization
properties can be
measured using QED
processes

Lγγ(z>0.8zm) ~0.1 Le-e-(geom)
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Luminosity spectra at ILC(1000) with λ=2 μm
(red curves with restriction on longitudinal momentum of produced system)

γγ

Such

γe

γγ collider would be the best option for study of X(750)

(fake γγ peak observed at LHC in 2015-2016)
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Removal of disrupted beams,
crossing angle, beamdump
Removal of disrupted beams from the detector is one
of most serious problem for the photon collider. After
the interactions beams have very wide energy spread:
E≈(0.02-1)E0 and large disruption angle (about 10 mrad
at ILC). The problem is solved by using crab-crossing
scheme where beams travels outside final quads.

 d  N / z Emin

N

 z c ( x ) 

quad

Angular size of quads 5/400~12 mrad, so for PLC at ILC crossing angle about 25 mrad
is needed (14 mrad is now for e+e-). Using λ =2 µm (instead of 1 μm) allows
to decrease αc from 25 to 20 mrad, this solution completely compatible with e+e-.
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Disrupted beam with account of the detector field
(at the front of the first quad at L=4 m)

2E0=500 GeV, λ=1 μm
Emin≈5 GeV

αc=25 mrad

2E0=1000 GeV, λ=2 μm

→

αc=25 mrad
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The dependence of Wγγ on the laser wavelengh
Here Wγγ corresponds to
the peak of lum. spectra

The energy 2E0 required for the study of the H(125) and top threshold
λ, μm
1
1.5
2
21%
H (125)
210
235
255
13.4%
top(360)
485
520
550
In order to have at the PLC with λ=2 µm the same energy reach as with
λ=1 µm with 2E0=500 GeV one need 2E0=565 GeV (or 13% higher only).15

Gamma-gamma workshop
LBL, 1994

γγ at JLC

γγ workshop
at DESY

TESLA TDR

NLC

γγ NLC

TESLA CDR

PLC 2005

Photon colliders were suggested in 1981 and since ~1990 are considered
as a natural part of all linear collider projects.
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Photon colliders at ILC and CLIC

17

PLC at TESLA, 2001

ILC TDR
6.2013

L=31 km
2E=500 GeV

2E=250-500 GeV, upgradable to 1000 18GeV

Japan is interested to host
-decision ~2018
-construction ~2019 (~10 years)
-physics ~2030
Unfortunately in this scenario
the photon collider is possible
here only in 40 years!
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In best case construction can start in 2024-25; commissioning in ~2033.
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Requirements for the ILC laser system
• Wavelength
~1 μm (good for 2E<0.8 TeV)
• Time structure
Δct~100 m, 3000 bunch/train, 5 Hz
• Flash energy
~5-10 J
• Pulse dutation
~1-2 ps
If a laser pulse is used only once, the average required power is P~150
kW and the power inside one train is 30 MW! Fortunately, only 10-9 part of
the laser photons is knocked out in one collision with the electron beam,
therefore the laser bunch can be used many times.
The best is the scheme with accumulation of very powerful laser
bunch is an external optical cavity. The pulse structure at ILC
(3000 bunches in the train with inter-pulse distance ~100 m) is very
good for such cavity. It allows to decrease the laser power by a factor of
100-300.
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Laser system
Telnov, 2000

The cavity includes adaptive mirrors and diagnostics. Optimum angular
divergence of the laser beam is ±30 mrad, A≈9 J (k=1), σt ≈ 1.3 ps, σx,L~7 μm
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Recently new option has appeared, one pass laser system,
based on new laser ignition thermonuclear facility
Project LIFE, LLNL 16 Hz, 8.125 kJ/pulse, 130 kW aver. power
(the pulse can be split into the ILC train)

Laser diodes cost go down at mass production, that makes one pass laser
system for PLC at ILC and CLIC realistic!

This project is not approved yet
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Laser system for CLIC
Requirements to a laser system for PLC at CLIC (500)
Laser wavelength
Flash energy
Number of bunches in one train
Length of the train
Distance between bunches
Repetition rate

~ 1 μm (5 for 2E=3000 GeV)
A~5 J, τ~1 ps
354
177 ns=53 m
0.5 ns
50 Hz

The train is too short for the optical cavity, so one pass laser should be used.
The average power of one laser is 90 kW (two lasers 180 kW).
One pass laser system, developed for LIFE (LLNL) is well suited for CLIC
photon collider at 2E=500 GeV.
MultiTeV CLIC needs lasers with longer wavelength: λ≈4E0[TeV], µm
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The discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 has triggered
several proposal of photon collider Higgs factories (without
e+e-):

Photon collider Higgs factories
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γγ Higgs factories appeared in 2012-2013 years
SLAC
FNAL

CERN

FNAL

JLAB

SLAC

KEK (with e+e-)

JLAB

Turkey
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Scale ~ European XFEL
~ 1 Billion ???

The scheme is based on LHeC electron ring, but shorter bunches and somewhat
higher energy, 80 GeV
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HFiTT – Higgs Factory in Tevatron Tunnel
W. Chou, G. Mourou, N. Solyak, T. Tajima, M. Velasco

C=6 km

The total number of beamlines in the tunnel will be 16, with the total length of
approximately 96 km. The eight arcs would be stacked one on top another,
so during the acceleration beams jump up and down, by about 1,5 m, 128 times!
The vertical emittance will be certainly destroyed on such “mountains”.
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Laser for HFiTT
Fiber Lasers -- Significant breakthrough
Gerard Mourou et al., “The future is fiber accelerators,”
Nature Photonics, vol 7, p.258 (April 2013).

ICAN – International Coherent
Amplification Network

10 J, 10 kHz
Very good approach for equal spacing between bunches and problematic for collider
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with bunch trains, such as ILC, CLIC, because need very high diode peak power.

Plasma people also like photon collders, because
acceleration of electron is much easier than positrons

4 GeV beam in 9 cm plasma cell is produced (6% energy spread)
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Physics motivation for the photon collider at LC
(shortly, independent on a physics scenario)
In , e
•
•
•

collisions compared to e+ethe energy is smaller only by 10-20%
the number of interesting events is similar or even higher
access to higher particle masses (H,A in γγ, charged and light
neutral SUSY in γe)
• higher precision for some phenomena (Γγγ, CP-proper.)
Г(H→γγ) width can be measured with statistics ≈ 60 times higher
than in e+e- collisions.
• different types of reactions (different dependence on theoretical
parameters)
It is the unique case when linear colliders allow to study new physics in
several types of collisions at the cost of very small additional investments
Unfortunately, the physics in LC region is not so rich as expected,
by now LHC found only light Higgs boson.
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The resonance Higgs production is one of the
gold-plated processes for PLC
Very sensitive to high
mass particles in the loop

For realistic ILC conditions σ(γγ→H)≈75 fb, while σ(e+e-→HZ)≈290 fb
in e+e- N(H→γγ)∞ L σ(e+e-→HZ)*Br(H→ γγ), where Br(H→ γγ)=0.0024
N(H→γγ)∞ L σ(γγ→H)*Br(H→ bb), where Br(H→ bb)=0.57
in γγ
Conclusion: in γγ collisions the Г(H→γγ) width can be measured with
statistics (75*0.57)/(290*0.0024)=60 times higher than in e+e- collisions.
That is one of most important argument for the photon collider.
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Remark on Photon collider Higgs factories
Photon collider can measure
Г(H→γγ)*Br(H→bb, ZZ,WW), Г2(H→γγ)/Гtot , Higgs CP properties (using
photon polarizations). In order to get Г(H→γγ) one needs Br(H→bb) from
e+e-(accuracy about 1%). As result the accuracy of Г(H→γγ) is about 1.52% after 1 years of operation. Other Higgs decay channels will be
unobservable due to large QED background.
e+e- can also (in addition) measure Br(bb, cc, gg,
less backgrounds due to tagging of Z.

ττ, μμ, invisible), Гtot ,

Therefore PLC is nicely motivated in only in combination with e+e-: parallel
work or second stage.
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(in addition to H(125))
polarized
beams

unpolarized
beams

scalars

So, typical cross sections for charged pair production in
γγ collisions is larger than in e+e- by one order of magnitude
(circular polarizations helps)

Not seen at LHC
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Supersymmetry in 

For some SUSY parameters H,A can be seen only in γγ
(but not in e+e- and LHC)

Not seen at LHC
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Supersymmetry in e
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Not seen at LHC
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ν
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V. Telnov

A new proposal (4.2017)

The Photon collider based on European XFEL
with E0≈17.5 GeV
or other new SC FEL with E0=8 GeV with energy doubling
or a plasma accelerator

for study γγ physics in c, b quark energy
region Wγγ=3-12 GeV
37

Scheme of the collider

Linac not in scale
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European Superconducting XFEL has started operation in 2017. Its e-beam parameters:
E0=17.5 GeV, N=0.62·1010 (1 nQ), σz=25 µm, εn=1.4 mm mrad, f≈30 kHz
Using arcs with R~100-200 m we can get the photon collider with f=15 kHz.
Other parameters for γγ collider: β*=70 µm, σz=25 µm→70 µm (to reduce disruption
angles), laser wavelength λ=0.5 µm, we get the following γγ luminosity spectra:
Unpolarized electrons, Pc=-1

Polarized electrons, 2λePc=-0.85

Lgeom=1.6·1033

Lgeom=2.3·1034
(with low emittance
plasma source

Wγγ peak at 12 GeV, covers all bb-meson region. Electron polarization is desirable,
but not mandatory (improvement <1.5 times). Easy to go to lower energies by
reducing the electron beam energy.
By increasing the CP-IP distance the luminosity spectrum can be made
39
more narrow and cleaner

Resonance formation from two real photon collisions
Q = 0 , C = +, JP= 0+, 0-, 2+, 2-, 3+, 4+, 4-, 5+ … (even)±, (odd ≠1)+

  
J  L  S , P  (1) L 1 ,
Example: γγ→ηb.

C  (1) L  S , notation n 2 S 1 LJ

There was attempt to detect this process at LEP-2 (2E=200 GeV, L=1032, but only
upper limit was set.
2
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For

 (b )  0.5 keV, E0  17.5 GeV, M(b )  9.4 GeV, 1,2  1, Lee  1.6 1033  2.3 1034 ,

we get N(ηb) ≈ 1.5·105 - 2·106 and can measure its Γγγ
Production rate is higher than was at LEP-2 (in central region) ~ 700 - 104 times!
Such photon collider has very rich physics, incl. 4-quark (or molecular) states. Many
such states with unclear nature have been discovered recently in c-quark and b-quark
regions (X,Y,Z,X’,X’’).
Just for information. ηb was detected in radiative decays of ϒ(nS). Babar has detected
~ 30000 ηb, this was not sufficient to observe its decay to γγ, because Br~7·10-5. 40

t  3 107 s

Parameters of photon collider for bb-energy region (W<12 GeV)
E0, GeV

17.5

N/1010

0.62

f, kHz

15

σz, μm

70

εnx/εny, mm mrad

0.1/0.1

βx/βy, μm

70/70

σx/σy, nm

14/14

laser λ, μm

0.5

laser flash energy, J

3 (ξ2=0.05)

f#,

τ, ps

(23)
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Unpolarized electrons, Pc=-1

(1)

27, 2

crossing angle, mrad

~30

b, (CP-IP dist.), mm

0.5

Lee, 1034

2.3

Lγγ(z>0.5zm), 1034

0.3

Wγγ(peak), GeV
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In Table a low emittance plasma gun
is assumed. With the XFEL gun the
luminosity is smaller ~15 times. 41

In order to get Wγγ≤12 GeV one needs
E0=17.5 GeV and λ=0.5 μm
or E0= 23 GeV and λ=1 μm

Polarization
Gamma beams have high degree of circular or
linearly polarization at maximum energies that allows to
measure easily S and P-parity of resonances (C=+)

Absence of e+e induced backgrounds
At e+e- colliders, after emission of ISR e+e- can produce
C=- resonances which looks similar to γγ resonances.
At e-e- based γγ-collider there are no such backgrounds
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cc

Almost all charmonium states below DD threshold have been observed
experimentally, but there exotic X,Y,Z,X’,X’’states, Γγγ can help to understand
their nature.
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bb

Majority of bottomonium states below BB threshold have been observed
experimentally, with exception of ηb(3S), hb(3P) and most D-wave bottomonium.
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Many exotics states are observed (4-quark, molecules ??)

At e+e- colliders C+ states above DD and BB thresholds are
not observed yet because they are detected in radiative decays
of Ψ and ϒ, which become broad above the threshold (and
radiative branching becomes very small).
In γγ-colliisons these resonances will be produced directly.
Their increased total width does not influence the production rate
in γγ-collisions which is proportional to Γγγ.
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Comparison of the γγ factory and LHC for study
γγ-physics in bb region
At γγ factory
At LHC

0.015 Lee

dW
GeV

dL

0.0025 
0.0002

Lpp 
Lpp ~ 3 104 Lpp for   1.5
GeV
dW
W

dL

(dL / dW )  factory
(dL / dW ) LHC

Lee
~ 50
L pp

Important:
in pp (or heavy ion-ion) collisions there is a huge background from diffractive
processes (pomeron-pomeron, photon-pomeron) interactions that makes
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the study of γγ processes very problematic.

For example, at LHC in photon-pomeron(P) collision C=−
resonances are produced which are forbidden in γγ-collisions
γP

P – Pomeron - multigluon state
PP
p,A

C=−

C=+

p,A
final states are quite similar to those
in γγ-collisions, only wider
transverse momentum distribution

So, LHC can’t compete in study of γγ-processes with a clean
47
γγ-collider

Conclusion
• Photon colliders have sense as a very cost effective addition
for e+e- linear colliders. However perspectives of high energy
LCs are unclear already many years, photon colliders are
considered as the second stage, so they can appear only in
~40 year.
• It has sense to construct a smaller photon collider on the
energy Wγγ≤12 GeV (b,c regions). γγ physics here is very rich.
• Such γγ collider will be a nice place for application of modern
outstanding accelerator, laser and plasma technologies (linacs
(SC, plasma-based), low-emittance electron sources (incl.
plasma), powerful laser systems, optical cavities). It does not
need positrons and damping rings. The same electron linacs
can be used simultaneously for XFELs.
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